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Altus Consulting
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New regulation, new business models, more channels, new markets; the Financial
Services landscape never stands still. If you’re a business leader in this complex
market, staying ahead of client needs whilst driving efficiency and generating
returns can sometimes feel like tackling a giant jigsaw puzzle with no picture on
the lid. Our job is to provide that picture and help you fit the pieces together.
Applying a rich and proven set of industry models, combined with deep, practical
expertise of financial services operations and the technology which supports it,
our consultancy team can help you to visualise your business future.
Working together we’ll apply robust engineering disciplines, building the picture you need to move forward
and then helping you use it to maximum effect.
Our business is about empowering you and your team to take your business to the next level.
If you’re looking for consultancy support that is constructively challenging, stretching and equips you to
make informed and clear sighted decisions – in short that genuinely adds value to your business – please
read on to find out more about what Altus can offer.
If you like what you read and want to do business with us, we’ll agree clear terms of reference up front,
commit to predictable and fixed pricing, make sure we’re both clear on priorities and deliverables and that
you have the right consultants (or consultant if that’s all you need) with the right expertise and tools for the
job from day one.
Thanks for your interest in Altus.

Kevin Okell
Managing Director, Altus Limited

Contact us through our website at altus.co.uk
Call +44 (0) 1225 438 000
Email us at enquiries@altus.co.uk

Expertise
Altus Consulting operate in a number of
core domains, led by our industry experts.
The assignments we cover are a blend of
our business and technical expertise.

Business Consulting
Chris
McCullam
Head of
Business
Architecture

Technical Consulting
Michael
James
Head of
Technical
Architecture

Life and Pensions

Martyn Evans
Consulting Director
Director – L&P

Altus has worked for all of
the UK’s major LifeCos and
many emerging players in
the new retirement savings
market. With a focus on
retirement innovation,
operational efficiency and
technology possibilities,
we use our rich models to
address the pressing needs
of the industry today.

Altus defined a vision of the
global retirement market
for HSBC and used its L&P
framework to determine the
capabilities required to service
the retirement needs of Premier
customers in 3 of its largest
global markets.

Altus was the architecture
partner for LBG Insurance in its
merger with HBOS, undertaking
over 45 different technical
architecture engagements and
helping to bring about one of the
largest and most successful L&P
integration programmes.

Altus powered the Aegon
business case to acquire
Cofunds and developed key
aspects of the detailed operating
model to support the largest
investment platform in the UK.
Altus platform models sit at the
heart of Aegon plans.

Altus consultants played a major
role in helping Santander get
its Investment Hub live in just 9
months. From helping select FNZ
as a supplier, to overseeing the
design of the robo solution, Altus
has been closely involved at every
stage of the Santander journey.

Altus has established a
presence in the General
Insurance sector, having
repeat business at most of
the top 10 UK insurers. Our
structured approach and
picture thinking is bringing
fresh ideas for proposition,
operations and technology,
as well as clarity for tackling
legacy challenges.

Working with LV= on a major
business transformation, Altus
was able to utilise its industry
models across the Direct and
Broker channels to provide LV=
with a Target Operating Model
suitable for a modern insurance
company.

Altus shaped a major IT
cost saving and application
rationalisation programme at
Direct Line Group, bringing
clarity to a complex estate, split
across multiple brands, products
and channels. Utilising our
GI framework, DLG were able
to tackle the programme with
confidence.

Working with global brands
through to fintech start-ups,
and technology suppliers,
we use our global insights
and unique frameworks
to provide fresh thinking
to drive B2B and D2C
strategy and proposition
development, operating
models and technology
selection, design and
customer experience.

Altus provided a detailed digital
market assessment, helped
define the future digital investing
proposition, and used its digital
advice framework to determine
the capabilities required and test
for client suitability.

Altus was the technical
architecture partner for Principality
to assess alternative mortgage
and savings technology
model options, make clear
recommendations with rationale,
and then assess the wide range of
vendors to create a shortlist and
recommendation.

Investment Platforms

Matthew Scott
Director – Platforms

We have helped over 30
of the leading investment
platforms with engagements
ranging from technology
selection to operating
models and from robo
advice to reconciliations.
Our knowledge of platform
technology is unrivalled.

General Insurance

Mark Andrews
Director – GI

Wealth

Simon Bussy
Director – Wealth
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Industry models
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Models sit at the heart of what we do. Built over several years on the
solid foundations of our robust, engineered methodology, Altus industry
models provide the clarity and precision to tackle complex decisions
across the Investment, L&P and General Insurance markets.
At the core of our
approach is a detailed
outside-in analysis of all
the interactions a business
needs to support with its
external stakeholders.
Our industry models
catalogue over 12,000
flows of information to
more than 800 external
parties and have been
progressively refined via
numerous engagements
with dozens of clients.
These information flows
provide the raw material
for our comprehensive
understanding of what a
business needs to deliver.
All this knowledge is
visualised in our iconic
one-page capability
frameworks – each of
which summarises over
1,000 distinct business
capabilities.
Managing all this detailed
knowledge is a challenge
and we have invested
significantly in technology
to support the process.
Our PEAK system serves as
both a structured repository
for what we have learned
as well as a powerful tool
for adding new links and
dynamically generating
visual analyses.

Technology expertise
Alongside our detailed understanding of the business capabilities
required to deliver a service, Altus boasts a similarly extensive knowledge
of the numerous technologies available to help.

From comprehensive
administration systems
to specialist components,
we maintain an up to date
repository covering hundreds
of systems and the business
capabilities they aim to
automate.
As a leading consultancy on
FinTech, we regularly help clients
to select new technology and so
it is not surprising that suppliers
are keen to keep us up to date
with their developments. We run
regular sessions in our offices
where new and established
software suppliers show us their
wares and hear feedback from
our experts. Our consultants visit
suppliers on an ongoing basis,
regularly attend and speak at
technology conferences and
we organise several of our
own high-profile events. All
of these interactions are used
to enrich our understanding
of how technology is evolving
and this is carefully filed in our
in-house KnowledgeBase for
future reference.
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Talk to us about...
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So what can you do with all these industry models and
technology expertise?

REGULATION

INNOVATION

How would you like to be able to see the impact
of GDPR on a model of your business? How useful
would it be to see a similar picture for PSD2, MiFID2
or CASS and to understand what parts of your
business will be affected by all of them, so you can
plan an integrated response?

Innovation in Financial Services is increasingly
driven by technology developments. How will
artificial intelligence impact investment? Will
wearable technology and telematics transform
insurance? Is blockchain about to eliminate
middlemen?

All this is possible using our industry models and
experienced consultants. In the background our
PEAK technology automatically scans for regulatory
change, pinpoints the
impact on individual
capabilities and produces
Regulation
visualisations of these
in any combination.

Altus invests significantly in exploring emerging
technologies and analysing their likely impact
on our industry. Our extensive KnowledgeBase
ensures clients get real
insight into both currently
available solutions and,
Innovation
just as importantly, what
is coming next.

TECHNOLOGY
How would you like to be
able to see what every
system in your business is
Technology
used for? To understand
where end-user computing
is plugging gaps, and to
quickly survey the landscape of new
technologies which could help improve how
you run your business.
A combination of PEAK and our technology
KnowledgeBase enables us to do all this reliably,
repeatably and with the rigour to ensure important
infrastructure, security and resilience questions
are not forgotten.

OPERATIONS
Would you like to know
which capabilities you
spend most on delivering?
Operations
What metrics drive the
volume of activity for
those capabilities and how
efficient you are compared to other businesses?
Our industry models enable just this sort of
comprehensive and granular analysis to help
drive reliable efficiency improvements for our
clients, based on an objective analysis of where
the maximum return on investment is likely
to be obtained.

Altus market insight
With our focus firmly on the regulatory, strategic, propositional, operational
and technological challenges our clients face, Altus understands the most
pressing issues for financial services. We publish market insight, industry
commentary and are at the forefront of industry debate.
HARNESSING AI
Artificial intelligence:
the evolution of
financial advice

The evolution of financial advice
‘Artificial intelligence: the
evolution of financial advice’
considers how computers can
now ‘outsmart the humans’,
and whether Artificial
Intelligence can really deliver
financial advice.

AUTOMATING ADVICE
Rise of the Machines
‘Rise of the Machines’
explores the theme of
robo-advice and looks past
current implementations
to the future of a smartconnected, personal financial
management, well-being and
lifestyle digital adviser.

Rise of the Machines:
Where next for
Robo-Advice?

DIGITISING INSURANCE
The InsurTech Journey...
are we there yet?
‘The InsurTech journey’ reviews
the range of emergent trends
in the insurance industry and
predicts what the direction of
travel means for the future.

The InsurTech
journey…
are we
there yet?
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The High Cost of Freedom
‘The High Cost of Freedom’
examines the impact of the
introduction of pension
freedoms on the UK
population.

The High Cost
of Freedom:
Retirement in 2020

DISSECTING INDUSTRY ISSUES
The Lose-Lose Game
The Lose-Lose Game:
Vulnerable Workers
and Shrinking
Pensions

‘The Lose-Lose Game’ pulls
apart the true cost of pension
saving for vulnerable workers
and questions the foresight of
government policy.

CUTTING COMPLIANCE COSTS
Regulation is eating the world
‘Regulation is Eating The World’
examines the challenges that
FS firms face from a growing
volume of regulation, and
whether the fast emerging
class of ‘RegTech’ solutions can
reduce the cost of compliance.

Regulation
is eating the world
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TURNING SCALE INTO PROFIT
The Platform
Machine: tuning
for efficiency

MANAGING INDUSTRY CHANGE

The Platform Machine
‘The Platform Machine’ takes
a good, hard look at the
economics of the platform
industry and asks “how do
you turn scale into profit?”

PLATFORM EFFICIENCIES
Giving your
platform wings
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Giving your platform wings
In this paper we revisit a
theme first explored by “The
Platform Machine” – platform
profitability. The overall picture
is a little healthier this time
around but it’s still a mixed bag
and there remains plenty of
room for improvement.
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